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ABSTRACT

This panel paper presents motivations for discussing mobile media search and contains statements from the panelists who are industry research leaders in this field.
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1. PANEL INTRODUCTION

Berna Erol, Ricoh Innovations, California Research Center, USA
berna_erol@rii.ricoh.com

Recently, many exciting media search applications have been introduced that take advantage of smart phones' audiovisual capture capabilities and their being always on and connected [1]-[13]. These applications address a real pain point for most mobile users and allow them to search with minimal text entry, if any. Is the mobile platform an ideal fit for media search? Are audio and visual signal processing technologies sufficiently accurate to support most mobile search applications? What are the killer applications of mobile media search? In this panel, we discuss the challenges and potentials of mobile media search, covering the following topics:

• Killer apps of mobile media search
• How media search on mobile devices compares to search on PCs
• Current and future technical challenges of mobile audio and visual search
• Using context information such as GPS for retrieval and presentation of results
• Future hardware and software capabilities of mobile devices for assisting search
• New interfaces for mobile search
• Network capabilities and speeds, and their role in media search
• Server based vs. distributed processing and retrieval
• Social aspects of mobile media search
• Economics of and business cases for mobile search

In the following sections we present introductory statements from each panelist.

2. PANEL MEMBERS AND STATEMENTS

Jordan Cohen, SRI, USA
jordan.cohen@sri.com

Availability of media search technologies and high speed networks enabled rapid development and deployment of various mobile media search applications for smart phones. One of the most interesting questions in this space is how the economics of mobile media search will evolve, and how this economic evolution will drive the technology.

Recently voice based directory search and other voice-enabled services of many types have been launched in the United States. Prominent among these is the Google voice search [2], in which voice is transcribed at a server and a Google search result is delivered to the phone, and Yahoo OneSearch [5] that allows web searching via submitting voice queries. Besides these, there are many other companies who support not only directory searching in the traditional sense, but retrieval of video and audio and other multimedia information such as maps and directions.

Emergence of killer applications in mobile media search area will depend—in a large part—on the economics and business models behind them. Currently the voice search applications are free. Google and Yahoo searches are supported by advertising and each API has provisions for delivering advertising to mobile phones. These services and their non-voice-driven brethren have already halved the revenue that carriers get for directory services over the past 5 years, and there is every indication that in the future the carrier revenues for these services will become negligible. This squeeze will ultimately require the carriers to find alternate revenue sources for delivery of this mobile information other than flat-rate digital services.

It is not obvious what the future holds, but it is interesting to contemplate. At the moment, web search companies have a clear advantage in launching and subsidizing voice search services. Alternatively, voice search applications can be
made available through the various smart phone application stores. For example, some directory services have launched with voice advertisements but obtained limited success. I encourage readers to think about not only the technology but the business models behind the mobile media search applications. The future killer applications should not only address the apparent user needs, but should be able to generate revenue for sustainability and further development.

**Minoru Etoh, Research Laboratories, NTT DoCoMo, Japan**

etoh@ieee.org

Many mobile phones are now being equipped with various I/O devices and sensors, such as accelerometers, GPS, microphones, and cameras. These allow applications to be context-aware and enable easy integration of user’s real environment with applications.

Mobile device’s peripheral and sensor enhancement will be an extremely fertile incubation environment for new and innovative killer applications in our daily life. That definitely differentiates mobile Internet from fixed-line Internet of PCs. That is already happening in far-east countries, where mobile devices are evolving not as miniaturized mobile PCs but as devices with unprecedented capabilities. Key enablers are the new-generation of sensors, and a 3G-and-beyond broadband cellular connection. The low-latency of networks and high network speed enables mobile applications perform many compute-intensive tasks, such as speech recognition, on the servers, helping to ease the computational burden as well as the battery power consumption. Nevertheless, I believe that as for mobile media search through the lens, we need more time for its generic use.

So far most commonly used camera-based mobile applications remain at the level of 2D barcode and color code recognition. Media search technologies beyond barcodes, however, are now emerging in the market, as distributed speech recognition and image fingerprinting recognition are being commercialized [6]. I anticipate future killer applications exist in tagging real visual objects such as magazine covers or signboards with various Internet contents. It’s a market timing issue; technologies have to meet the needs of general population in the future. Moreover, several technology challenges exist, such as feature extraction in noisy environments and compact but rich feature description for communication.

**Hsiao-Wuen Hon, Microsoft Research Asia, China**

hon@microsoft.com

Combination of location-aware and always-connected mobile devices and servers with abundant computing power for handling rich media enables many potential killer apps, including the ones in the area of media search. Finding and accessing information is one of the basic user needs. In addition to traditional text-based keyword queries, powerful mobile devices can support richer and hybrid queries, such as images, audio, video, and their combinations.

In Microsoft Research Asia, we are developing mobile search systems that support image queries and audio queries [7] and mobile visual-search system for product image categorization [8]. Figure 1 shows a typical design for mobile media search systems that is designed in a client-server scheme [7]. The architecture is mainly composed of four parts. The **Mobile Client** with embedded microphone, camera and other sensors, can generate multimodal queries through audio recording and photo taking, and to receive search results as well. The **Carrier Server Interface** for the mobile client to interact with multimodal query and obtain search results, may include IVR (interactive voice response) server, WAP (wireless application protocol) server or MMS (multimedia message service) server. The **Search Server** is the core logic of matching algorithm runs here for matching multimodal queries against the indexed database in a distributed computing framework. The Carrier Server Interface can then access the **Content Database** for the desired media content based on the matched results sent back by the Search Server.

**Figure 1. Mobile media search system design**

Building robust and efficient mobile search systems is still a challenging task, with regards to relevance, speed, integration of other sensors (e.g. GPS), context, and user experience. Substantial research in these areas is essential to make mobile media search a powerful way to access information in everyday life.

**Jiebo Luo, Kodak**

jiebo.luo@kodak.com

I think that mobile platform is the best platform for media search today and in the near future. And the key reason is the availability of rich and valuable context information – right here, right now, and sharing between the right people. Indeed, time, location, and people are the three most important aspects of context for media. The goals of media search given the Internet connectivity are to harness the knowledge of numerous connected users, and to socialize on large scales and with enormous efficiency.
Our research group at Kodak has been focused on one particular area of research in recent years — integration of content and context for media management. Content refers to the information contained in the pixels and frames, while context refers to the information surrounding the pixels and frames. Integration of content and context is crucial to human-human communication and human understanding of multimedia. Likewise, such integration is likely to make media search more effective, especially given the well known semantic gaps. A series of our papers show that camera metadata and GPS can be used in conjunction with visual content analysis to boost media understanding and media search [9][10].

On a mobile device such as the iPhone and Nokia N95, not only time and location is known, we also know who is doing the search and whom the information is shared with. This is powerful information to have. More importantly, we have access to the wealth of information on the web and in the other devices and people connected by the communication network and social network. The Zonetag system by Yahoo [11] is a good example of successful applications developed for mobile devices. It suggests tags for your photos based on geo tagging and existing community tags for the same location, making it easy to tag from your phone. SnapTell [12] is another useful app for iPhone where a user can take a picture of a product and use it to find useful information such as price, seller rating, and product review. One can also ask a friend by sharing the picture and tapping into the social networks. Another context can be provided by a mobile device user to help media search is audio input (description, sound). It is also possible to search for people related information in the same fashion with a face image. Clearly, this type of real-time, on-the spot, context-enabled media search would not be possible with stationary PCs. Digital cameras are also catching up with mobile phones by having built-in GPS and Wi-Fi capabilities.

One of the biggest technical challenges of mobile platform is the scarce computational resources. Therefore, many computationally intensive visual computing algorithms cannot be deployed on the mobile platform yet. Nevertheless computation power of the mobile devices is increasing and some algorithms, such as face detection, are becoming available in many mobile devices such as digital cameras. More importantly, with advances in high speed networks and cloud computing, it is possible to perform heavy computing on servers. This enables many new media-rich applications on mobile devices.

Johan Schalkwyk, Google, USA
johans@google.com

Voice is an important input modality for mobile devices. Typing on small devices can be slow and difficult. Moreover, many typical mobile usage scenarios (e.g., driving, walking) are best accommodated by voice input. Speech recognition integrated with other input modes (typing, pointing, etc.) can facilitate the use of search and other mobile services in many instances that would otherwise be impractical. This is one of the motivations for our Google Search by Voice project [2].

One of the challenges of mobile media search is to decide on what media to return or what actions to take after processing a query. For example an audio search can result in one of placing a phone call, playing a music clip, or performing an Internet search. The type of returned results can also depend on the query and the context of the query. When the user asks for "pictures of the Golden Gate Bridge", images can be returned. If the user does a location search, a map may be the most appropriate to return. But if the user is driving at the time, returning the spoken directions may be the best.

Another challenge of mobile media search is about having efficient interfaces to consume the found media. Audio and video clips on the Internet are mostly described by the metadata only (for example the title and keywords). Automatic transcription of these clip potentially provide a much richer search experience. Not only does it allow discovery of media which would not be found by meta data alone, but it also facilitates the ability to browse the contents more effectively. The Google Elections Gadget is a prime example of this [13].

Combination of an efficient multi modal input interface and appropriate rendering of search results may help reach a tipping point where mobile devices are an indispensable tool for accessing media on the Internet.
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